GE B4 Ready w Support

1. MATH 101 + ALEKS
   Patterns of Mathematical Thought
   No GE B4 specified

2. MATH 105 + 005L
   Intro to Statistics
   Stats required or no GE B4 specified

3. MATH 107 + 007L
   Finite Math
   Business & Business Info

4. MATH 110 + 010L
   Concepts & Structures of Math
   Liberal Studies SP Only

5. MATH 116 + 016L
   College Algebra
   STEM/Math intensive

Liberal Studies (MATH 110+010L): Support pairing only offered SPRING; all options

STEM/Math Intensive Majors (MATH 116+016L):
- Engineering (Civil, Computer, Electrical/Electronic, Mechanical, Mechatronic)

Statistics Specified Majors (MATH 105+005L):

Business Majors (MATH 107+007L):
- Business Administration & Business Information Systems

+ Needs more advising/can go STEM or STATS:
- Biology, Computer Info Systems, Economics